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About This Game

"Look, in the sky! It's a bird! It's a plane! No, it's the delivery guy with double
pepperoni and sausage! We're saved!"

It's not easy delivering pizzas for a living. My boss is a jerk, my co-workers all think I'm super-old because I'm in my 20s, and the
customers...well, let's say they can be rather, umm, zesty. Like the person who doesn't know their own address. Or the guy on 12th

Avenue who answers the door wearing nothing but a smile. I don't care how many abs you have, dude; that's not okay!

So when a scruffy-looking guy shows up, claiming to be me from the future? Yeah, it's easy to just brush him off. ...Until it isn't,
and I'm being hunted down by an organization with an unhealthy fixation on cat experimentation. But we'll get to that. For now,

rest assured: your pizza IS on its way—and it's coming with a side order of righteousness!

- Doug Rivers

It's The Pizza Delivery Boy Who Saved the World! A brand-new visual novel by a former delivery boy who is probably never
going to work in the pizza industry again, if his boss finds out he made this game. From the people who brought you Cat

President: A More Purrfect Union—a game Kotaku described as "an actual PC video game"—Pizza Boy is sure to delight your
taste buds! (And the game is great, too.)
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 A delicious visual novel about pizza and the time-travelers who make it

 Over 80 pages of cheesy dialogue!

 More than 250 original photographs bring the characters and scenery to life

 Decision-based gameplay with a slice-of-life story

 Pizza so realistic you'll eat your computer
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the pizza delivery boy who saved the world

TL;DR : Story is clever and humorous. A must-buy for anyone who has worked in food service or just enjoys visual novels.

  I went into this game with some high hopes. The trailer promised a hilarious adventure of pizza and time travel. Well, this
game delivered, and in thirty minutes or less! But seriously, the main character, Doug Rivers, is wonderful. He tries so hard to
be a positive and chill guy but the world really has it in for him. Whether it be his terrible boss, mindless co-workers, ridiculous
customers, or the occasional dog attack, there is rarely a dull moment in his life.

  It's a visual novel which means there's plenty of reading but the dialogue is so sharp and witty, I didn't mind in the least.

  I'm usually not a big fan of games that use photographs and real actors because it tends to look kinda cheesy but cheese is the
name of the game here. Well, not really , it's The Pizza Delivery Boy Who Saved the World, but you know what I mean. And all
of the actors have a wide variety of entertaining expressions so it never gets boring.

  The only real complaint I have with the game is the lack of impact choices have had so far. They result in different jokes
occuring but none of them take you off the course the game has set for you. I haven't finished the game yet, so maybe that
changes before it's all said and done. Luckily, the story is so good, I don't really mind being railroaded.

  All in all, this is a great visual novel game and I'd recommend it to anyone looking for a good laugh.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=YUGBYb5exSk
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